Project Features

1. Mira Mesa Boulevard
   - Northbound on-ramp realignment
   - Bridge widening

2. Carroll Canyon Road
   - Overhead bridge widening
   - Direct Access Ramp (DAR) bridge
   - DAR retaining walls

3. Outside widening from La Jolla Village Drive to north of Mira Mesa Boulevard

4. Two inside carpool lanes (median widening)

5. Rose Canyon overhead bridge (median widening)

6. Noise barrier modifications north of Governor Drive southbound off-ramp

7. Governor Drive undercrossing (median widening)

Legend:
- Widen to accommodate carpool lanes (La Jolla Village Dr. to existing carpool lanes)
- Widen in median to accommodate carpool lanes (SR 52 to La Jolla Village Dr.)
- Direct Access Ramp (DAR)
- Railroad Tracks
- Under Construction
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